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so, ive played through resident evil 0 and resident evil 2 again and have updated the scenario profile to
reflect the changes. thanks to all of the customizations i made, i was able to keep playing both games while i
set up and tuned the profile. it was amazing to get back into them and play them in such a fresh new way. in
the original release, leon and claire taylor met in the corridors of an abandoned hospital in the bowels of
raccoon city. now, we see a much younger claire in training with a new team, but theres no sign of the
loveable leon. nevertheless, its clear to see that the resident evil 4 remake team tried hard to keep the iconic
characters of the series together. over the years, this survival horror game has found a strong following
among fans who enjoy a scare or two every now and then. thanks to the pc hd remaster of resident evil 0,
fans can relive the terror of being hunted by flesh-eating zombies and even infected baddies like the brain-
eating jackal. if youve enjoyed playing the resident evil 4 remake so far, you might want to keep an eye on
the resident evil 5 release date. it was originally scheduled for this october, but we now know that the fifth
installment will be released on december 2nd, 2017. this is the latest version of the resident evil 4 pc hd hi-
res movie cutscenes turbo patch. if you downloaded the previous version (1.1.6), then you should delete it
first. otherwise, the game might start up with an error message. if youve played through resident evil 4 on pc,
you know that the game is very unforgiving when it comes to frame rate. while capcom has been saying that
they have fixed the frame rate issues with the game, some players are reporting that the game still suffers
from slowdown and stuttering issues.
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update 1.1.6 is an update to 1.5 that we released earlier this year, and is mostly just a performance and
stability update. however, we have also included some changes to the way the game renders the cutscenes,
so if you are playing a cutscene from before the 1.6 update, you will need to update to this patch to see the
changes. if you havent played resident evil 4 before, i suggest playing the game before installing this patch,

so you can see the changes for yourself. notably,resident evil 4 pc hd hi-res movie cutscenes turbo patch
1.1.7appeared on the free version of cloudflare, which is a highly-rated free service. you can use the free

version of cloudflare to test the security of your website. cloudflare is a free service that allows you to
discover and monitor the security of your data. while i like the new scenario profile well enough, this isn't
what i envisioned when i first announced this feature. i meant to give gamers the ability to swap graphics

settings on their pc, and have an improved version of the game play as the result. that said, i'm still looking
for a good replacement for the popular resident evil 7: biohazard scenario profile. the latter allows you to run

the game in native 4k with hdr, and it works in the playstation 4 version of the game, too. thankfully, i'm
already on the right track. scenario profiles can be applied to most of the games that come out these days.
i'm planning to build on this feature, and tweak it to be even more powerful. next up, i'll cover how to easily
apply different scenario profiles to games with the same settings and themes, and then we can move on to

more advanced features, such as how to create scenario profiles for games without an official scenario profile.
in the meantime, you can download the latest version of the resident evil 4 pc hd hi-res movie cutscenes

turbo patch 1.1.7 now. 5ec8ef588b
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